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As a person raised in a large urban area, I have been fascinated these past two years by the 
lessons which the land has offered to me. I have become more and more aware of the struggle 
that is involved in preparing the ground, planting the crop and then waiting for the harvest. In 
between, there are a thousand and one variables ranging from unexpected frost to hail or lack of 
moisture. Yet, the cycle of planting and harvesting continues with a great deal of work, effort and 
energy. !
I believe nature reflects life and offers us an example which is well worth considering. As we live 
out the gift of human life, there is also the struggle of growth involved - growth in a physical, 
intellectual, emotional and spiritual way. As school doors open once again for a new term for 
children in our midst, it could well remind adults of our obligation to grow in so many ways during 
the coming year, despite the struggle and the effort involved. !
As members of the Roman Catholic faith community, we are asked to grow spiritually and in a 
knowledge and awareness of our faith. Spiritual growth is rooted in the prayer and liturgy which 
we share as members of the Church and our parish community. The coming year could well be 
the time to develop our spiritual life by looking for ways in which our prayer life might grow and 
develop. The liturgy, and especially the Eucharist, is a rich resource for such growth as are also 
the sacraments which the Lord has shared with us. Possibly we might consider coming together 
with other members of our parish community to form a prayer group on a regular basis. We 
might also consider taking advantage of the Cursillo weekend or to participate in a Marriage 
Encounter. There are many choices involved which will respond to individual needs. But there is 
the common need for each of us to grow in our spiritual life. !
Our spiritual life, however, must be grounded in an understanding and appreciation of our faith 
tradition. As adults, we are asked to live an adult faith, a belief which is grounded not only on the 
basis of what we learned as children, but rather on the constant search for an appreciation of 
our faith as adults. This occurs through study, reading, dialogue and discussion. The many 
changes which have occurred in the Church these past years will make sense if we take the 
time and effort to study and appreciate the reasons for them. A better understanding of our faith 
will help us to approach others to share our faith tradition or to welcome back people who 
perhaps have left the Church through misunderstandings. !
If each year we work hard and long to bring new life to the land in order to yield a harvest should 
we not do the same in our own lives in relationship to God and the Church? 
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